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LINCOLN AT GRANT'S HEADQUARTERS
CITY POINT. VA.

From original pencil drawing by Pierre Morand, taken from a sketch made by

Albert Hunt at City Point, March 27, 1865

NOT BEFORE PUBLISHED

(Probably the last portrait made, only too weeks before his death)
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CONSPIRACY AGAINST LINCOLN

IN January, 1865, I went to Washington to settle my Army accounts,

and was offered the appointment as aide to General Hancock, but as

unhealed wounds prevented, I took instead an appointment in the

office of the Commissary General of Prisoners, then in the second story

of a house corner of F and 20th Streets, west of the White House and
War Department.

Of the several clerks employed it will be necessary to mention but
one—Louis J. Weichman. As it was through him I became connected
with the matters to be mentioned, and as he was the chief witness against

the Lincoln conspirators, a slight description of him may be well. He
was of Pennsylvania German stock, about twenty-eight years old, tall and
broad-shouldered, well-educated, speaking several languages, and had
been intended for the Catholic priesthood, though he never actually en-

tered it, but had taught school in Washington. Physically and intellect-

ually he was a giant, but in bravery I should call him a dwarf.

He boarded at 604 H street, with Mrs. Surratt, one of whose sons

(Isaac) was in the rebel army, and the other, John, with his sister Annie,

whom Weichman admired, lived at home. About the twentieth of Feb-
ruary Weichman appeared very much upset and asked me to meet him
privately in a small room called the supply room, where stationery, &c,
was kept. His face wore a look of misery and fear, and perspiration ran
down his cheeks. I thought he had gone crazy when he told he had
been carrying a terrible secret, which so weighed on him that he must
confide it to me, but only under a solemn pledge of secrecy.

Naturally I refused to do anything of the sort, and not until the next
day did I agree to keep his confidence, provided I could safely do so.

Then he came out with his story: " I have often told you that Mrs.
Surratt's is a rendezvous for Southerners and rebel sympathizers, who
come and go at all times, day and night. Information is gathered and
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60 THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST LINCOLN

given out, and only well-known disloyal people are welcome there; in fact

they suspect me, and only the old-time friendship between John and I

makes it possible for me to stay. For some time I have been aware that

something unusual is going on. There have been long secret meetings in

John's room. Mrs. Surratt, John Wilkes Booth and some others are al-

ways there, and I am sure some of them are connected with the rebel gov-

ernment and are here under false names. I found arms—pistols and dag-

gers—and a false mustache, in the room, and John quarrelled with me
the other day for commenting on Booth's frequent visits, and made me
swear not to reveal anything I knew or might hereafter learn. I can't

stand it any longer, and I know you will stand by me now I have told you.

Continuing, he said, " John told me they were engaged in running

cotton from the South into our lines, as a blind; that they had planned to

kidnap Mr. Lincoln and his Cabinet, take them over the Potomac into

rebel territory, and thus force the North to compromise with the South.

If they could not effect an advantageous compromise, they would hold

them for a large ransom; in either case there was big money in it. The
time set was Inauguration Day, March 4, as then there would be so many
strangers in the city that people's attention would be diverted, and this

would give them a better chance to operate.

They had arranged with rebels across the Potomac to have men and

horses ready there, to get the captives to Richmond as quickly as possible.

John Surratt had shown him letters alleged to be from persons in the

rebel government—but he would not show the signatures. He said all

arrangements, every detail, had been made, and they only waited for

March 4th; there was not the slightest chance of failure, and now the

time was drawing near to act, if act they do.

He ended by saying, " Now, Major, you know my trouble, and I

feel you can and will help me; but you must be discreet, don't speak to me
on the street, as I am watched and by those who would swear my life away
to help the South. So, I thought " this is Weichman's trouble; and I am
sorry for him."

His story stunned and amazed me. I could not believe the plotters

would be so foolhardy as to attempt the kidnapping of the President and
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Cabinet, and yet I realized how bitter and desperate was the disloyal ele-

ment in Washington, and Weichman was sure the plan was just as he

had outlined it. We discussed it thoroughly, and I found he was in the

dark about many of its details, or at least unable to answer many of my
questions. The interview resulted in my agreeing to think the matter

over, and try to think of some way to defeat the plot, and yet protect him.

Looking back, I realize much more strongly than at the time—when I was
but twenty-four years old—what a large contract I had undertaken.

I got away from the office and to my room as soon as I could.

There I went over the plan in detail, and decided that the only thing to do
was to interview Secretary Stanton. Though he was no favorite with the

soldiers, who considered him overbearing and cold-blooded, all felt that

he was a man of sound judgment as well as iron will; in other words one

who could be depended on in a pinch—as I certainly was.

At the trial of the conspirators Weichman truly said " Major Glea-

son advised me to talk ' secesh ' with those fellows, to enlist their sym-

pathy, find out what they were about and, in case they went South, go to

General C. C. Augur—then Provost Marshal in Washington—get horses

for him (Gleason) and myself, so we could go South with them and

find out just what they intended doing; but he (Weichman) had replied

that that would never do, they were too sharp;" and that I then said the

only thing to do was to see Mr. Stanton.

Nothing came of my three interviews with Weichman, except to

strengthen my conviction of the seriousness of the situation, and the ex-

treme fear he had of the suspected persons. He was in a complete
" funk."

My room-mate was Lieutenant Joshua W. Sharp, an Assistant Pro-

vost Marshal on General Augur's staff; a quiet, level-headed fellow

—

and a level head was just what was needed at that time. I called on him
and told him Weichman's story. He listened carefully, and we discussed

the whole plan. He said it was nonsense—no one would be foolish

enough to attempt the abduction, either of the President alone or of the

Cabinet—that Weichman was being fooled, etc.

But I finally convinced him there might be something in it, and we
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agreed to notify the authorities. This he was to do, as he could easily

do it in the line of his duty. He was to shield Weichman all he could

—

as I told Weichman himself the next morning, completely unnerving him.

He protested that if the action became known neither of us would be safe

for an hour. I told him he had just that day to give the information

himself, or I would do it the next. I then saw Sharp and arranged how
to act if Weichman failed.

To escape from the horde of visitors who thought it their bounden
duty to impose their presence on the President for no earthly reason but

curiosity, Mr. Lincoln had been in the habit of spending his nights at the

Soldiers' Home, three miles out of the city. Rooms were kept there for

him, which he occupied when he could escape from urgent public business,

and during the warm weather he spent most of his nights there, going late

in the afternoon or early in the evening.

He had been many times urged by his friends to have a cavalry

guard, sufficient to insure his safety, but he would not consent, and only

an orderly or two went as escort.

This was his custom at the time this plot was conceived. It was
known to every one in Washington and suggested the plot itself. Sharp

arranged to get word to Secretary Stanton of as much of the story as was
necessary to secure his assistance; for it was no easy matter to get an

audience with the great Secretary of War. It was more difficult than to

see the President himself, nor was it certain he would hear your story

after you got there. He was—well, rather explosive in his language, a

trifle imperious and overbearing in temper, and not a lovable man to meet

socially. It was necessary to reach him through official or semi-official

channels. This was done and he ordered two companies of cavalry to

follow the President's carriage.

The first evening of their duty they had gone but a short distance

when he noticed his following, stopped the carriage and sent word to the

officer in command to report to him. Asking why he was there and who
sent him, the reply was " Secretary Stanton." The President said Stan-

ton was too officious; that "he has been trying to have a guard go with me
for some time, and I have refused." Then, with one of his quizzical
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smiles, he asked " Why, Captain, what do you suppose anyone wants of

me? I am not at all afraid; however, if Mr. Stanton has sent you I sup-

pose you must go, but it is giving you a lot of extra work for nothing. I

will see Mr. Stanton in the morning."

During the night he evidently thought the matter over and concluded

Mr. Stanton's " officiousness " was due to his intense anxiety—so the

guard was continued during the President's life.

The next day, as I reached the office I met Weichman, looking

happy. He said he had told U. S. Enrolling Officer McDavitt (an old

acquaintance of his) who in turn had notified the authorities; but for some
reason the conspirators had flown—the French woman who carried mail

through the lines, to Canada; Surratt to Richmond, Booth to Frederick,

Maryland, where he had engaged to play a short engagement; and that

the authorities were on the alert, though not fully believing his story.

At a late date it came out that Weichman had been perfectly right—
the attempt at kidnapping was to have been made on March 4th; that the

relays of horses and men were to be placed, south of the Potomac—all as

he had stated.

But at that time, especially when March 4th passed without anything

happening, we began to think we had been badly fooled, or that the whole
scheme had been abandoned. We began to be very busy in our office, and
on Friday, April 14th, I went to Camp Parole, Maryland, with a list of

exchanged Union prisoners. The commanding officer there was Gen-

eral S. E. Chamberlain, formerly of my regiment, who asked me to re-

main as his guest for the afternoon and assist in raising a flag on a staff

just erected. I did so, returning to Washington later, reaching my room
at 8 P. M. Being very tired I was abed by ten o'clock. My cousin, Dr.

A. R. Gleason, an assistant surgeon at the Campbell General Hospital,

had arranged with me to go to Ford's Theater that night; but as I was
so late in returning he went alone, leaving a ticket for me and a note to

join him at the theater; but I felt too tired to go. So near did I come to

being a witness of the horrible event of which I was so soon to hear.

I had but just got to sleep when someone pounded on my door and
woke me. I recognized Sharp's voice saying " Get up and let me in,
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quick." I got out of bed, turned up the light and opened the door, when
he and several others rushed in. I saw by their white, scared faces that

something serious had happened, and Sharp exclaimed, " Major, Lincoln

is murdered, Seward dead or dying, and the other members of the Cab-

inet assaulted, how badly I don't know. You and I can help in this mat-

ter better than anybody, so get into your clothes and come with me to

General Augur's headquarters as quick as you can." I did.

When we reached Pennsylvania Avenue we found it crowded by a

shouting mob, swearing vengeance on the unknown assassin. I heard

several men named, but I don't recollect that Booth was among them.

It took a long time to reach General Augur's, and when we arrived we
found everybody excited, and confusion reigning. If there was any cool-

headed man there he was not in sight—nor is it to be wondered at, the

shock was so great the mind was dazed and numb.

I went at once into a small room where several officers were holding

some sort of conference, told them all I knew about the persons suspected,

and advised the arrest of Weichman and everyone found at the Surratt

house, which should be searched at once. I also asked for a cavalry

squad to go with me to the Surratt place in Maryland, as I thought the

assassin would escape that way.

But they thought I could be of more assistance in Washington than

in pursuit of Booth, who by that time was known to be the assassin.

Sometime towards morning I was allowed to go back to my room, and

early in the morning I went to the office, where I found confusion, no

work doing and all discussing the calamity. Asking for Weichman I was
told he had not been there; but at about ten he came, in the custody of a

cavalry officer, to borrow a pair of shoes—as his were low-cut so we could

go with a cavalry detail into Charles County, Maryland, to the Surratt

farm—" Booth had gone across the bridge east from Washington and

they hoped to catch him before he escaped into the enemy's lines."

So the authorities had lost twelve hours and then decided to do ex-

actly what they had refused me the night before. The identical plan I

proposed was now adopted—but much valuable time had been lost.

On Tuesday, the 1 8th, I was summoned before a Court of Inquiry
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at General Ingram's headquarters, and gave my testimony. Weichman
was arrested and sent to the Old Capitol prison. I had a long talk with

him, and told him to tell the truth and nothing else. He promised to,

and did; it was through his evidence alone that the conviction of the con-

spirators was secured.

How Booth escaped, how he was tracked, found, and killed—all

these are matters of familiar history—as also how John Surratt escaped

to Canada, thence to Italy, where he joined the Papal Zouaves, was de-

tected, arrested, brought back, tried, but acquitted. He settled in Balti-

more and practiced law there until his death.

Weichman was long in the employ of the Government and died in

Anderson, Indiana, June 5, 1902.

D. H. L. Gleason.
Natick, Mass.
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WASHINGTON
"A little nonsense now and then

Is relished by the wisest men."

First in war,

And, what's more,

First in peace

—

May his fame increase !

—

And, again,

First in the hearts of his countrymen.

Considerable first, you bet

—

About as first as they get.

But, you may recall,

He deserved it all.

Say,
_

Licking the British was no child's play.

It wasn't just saying " Whoa! "

Those redcoats, if you want to know,
Had guns

And tons

Of ammunition and yards of braid,

For fighting was their trade.

But George
He sauntered down to Valley Forge
And crossed the Delaware
And fluttered here and there

Till they were ready to quit

And acknowledged him it.

He called their bluff,

And they were glad enough
To drop the thing and flit,

With quite enough of it.

Yes, George was some
Pumpkins and a crumb
Or two of cake.

He kept the British awake
And standing on their ear

While they were here.

He never told a lie

;

But, my,
How he did wink
At his men and make the British think

He was miles away
Just when mischief was to pay

!

He came out of the woods
With the goods,

Made a few spurts,

And King George got his deserts.

Some George was he

!

Look in the book and see.

Preston Co. Journal.

KlNGWOOD, W. VA.



THE RUNE STONE OF KENSINGTON, MINNESOTA

BOUT twelve years ago, in November, 1898, a farmer named Olof

Ohman, an emigrant from Sweden, found on his farm, three

miles northeast from the village of Kensington, in Doug-
las county, western Minnesota, a very remarkable inscribed stone, pur-

porting to be a record made more than five centuries ago by an explor-

ing party from Scandinavia. The record is in runes, similar to those

that were the earliest means of writing and inscription in Sweden,

Norway, Denmark, and Northern Britain.

Like the letters of our alphabet, the runes of the ancient northern in-

scriptions are phonetic, each representing a sound of the spoken language.

The Kensington record is therefore readily changed from its runes to

letters, giving Swedish words, which differ from that language of to-

day in nearly the same degree as many of the words of Chaucer have

been transformed in our modern English usage. The translation of

the Kensington Rune Stone is as follows, for the nine lines on the face of

the stone

:

Eight Goths [Swedes] and twenty-two Norwegians on an exploring journey from Vine-

land very far west. We had a camp by two skerries [rocks in the water] one day's

journey north from this stone. We were out fishing one day. When we returned home,

we found ten men red with blood and dead. A V M [Ave, Virgo Maria], save us

from evil.

On the edge of the stone an inscription in three lines reads thus

:

Have ten of our party by the sea to look after our ships, fourteen days' journey from

this island. Year 1362.

The discovery of this stone was made by the farmer and one of his

sons, a lad of ten or twelve years, while they were at work clearing

off a tract of poplar woods, cutting the trees down and grubbing out

the stumps, to bring the land under cultivation. Beneath the stump of

a poplar which had a diameter of about ten inches at the ground, taper-

ing to a trunk of half that diameter at the height of eighteen inches or

two feet, the stone lay covered by about six inches of the surface soil,

in which the tree had sent one of its main roots over the top of the stone

and down beside its edge, while another large root descended at its op-
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posite edge, both roots being flattened by their growth against the stone.

The size of the tree was similar to that of other poplars recently-

cut near the same place, which are ascertained by their rings of an-

nual growth to be from thirty to forty years old. It thus appears,

according to the combined testimony of Mr. Ohman and the tree, that

the stone had lain where it was found at least since 1870 or i860, when
the first immigrant settlers came to that region. The inscription in-

dicates that it had reposed there five hundred years before the date im-

plied by the poplar tree.

All the surrounding country consists of glacial and modified drift at

the surface, having no outcrop of the underlying bedrocks within a dis-

tance of twenty-five miles. 'Much of the drift is amassed in morainic hills

and ridges of irregular contour, with occasional or frequent boulders.

One of the drift boulders, severed at a jointage plane probably during

its transportation in the lower part of the slowly moving ice-sheet,

furnished this tablet-like stone so well prepared to receive its engraved

runes. It was on a morainic tract that rises in hills or wide swells 50
to 55 feet above the marshy ground which adjoins this tract on all sides,

the stone being at the height of 44 feet above the marsh. Five to six

centuries ago the inclosing marsh may have been a shallow lake, making
the higher tract really an island then, as it is called by the rune inscrip-

tion.

Among the boulders of the vicinity several varieties of graywacke,

brought from northern Minnesota and parts of Canada farther north,

are represented, one of which forms this rune stone, of dark color,

fine-grained, and as hard and enduring as any granite. Its durability

is well proved by distinct glacial markings on its reverse side opposite

to the principal inscription, showing that surface to have remained with-

out decay or loss by weathering since the end of the Ice Age, or, more
correctly, since the part of the continental ice-sheet covering western

Minnesota was finally melted away. From investigations of the post-

glacial erosion of the Falls of St. Anthony and of Niagara by Winchell,

Gilbert, Wright, and others, this time is estimated as about 7,000 to

10,000 years ago. Striae or scratches of glaciation on the back side

of the rune stone are thus at least a dozen to twenty times as old as

the purported age of the runes on its face and edge.
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The stone is three feet long, fifteen inches wide, and five inches thick;

and its weight is about 230 pounds. Its inscribed face is flat and quite

smooth, being a natural plane of jointage such as is frequent in nearly

all stone quarries; and the inscribed edge is a part of a transverse joint

division, perhaps somewhat further prepared for its record by rude

bush-hammering.

A small part of the face of the stone has a thin incrustation of calcite,

in which some of the runes are cut; and their preservation without ef-

facement by weathering shows that the stone had lain imbedded in the

ground during nearly all the time since it was inscribed, if it is a

record of the fourteenth century. Marble gravestones after fifty years

of exposure to the weather show as much effacing effect on their inscrip-

tions as these runes cut in the calcite, which is the same as marble in its

material and resistance to weathering. If the rune stone was set up as

a monument by the explorers, it was doubtless soon examined by the

Indians, some of whom had killed and scalped ten men of this party; and,

in fear of its disastrous avenging influence, they may have overturned and

buried it with the inscribed face downward, as Mr. Ohman found it.

Soon after Its discovery in 1898, this stone was sent to Prof. O. J.

Breda, of the University of Minnesota, and Prof. George O. Curme,

of Northwestern University, who pronounced it a fraud of recent date,

perpetrated by some Scandinavian settler or visitor for deception of

scientists. With this adverse verdict, the stone was returned to Mr.
Ohman, and for several years it lay neglected in his dooryard.

New interest in the Kensington stone and its inscriptions, and a grad-

ual vindication of their probable truth, after many further opposing

criticisms and discussions by runologists in this country and Europe,

have come through the work of Hjalmar Rued Holand of Ephraim,

Wisconsin, who in 1898, the year of the discovery of this rune stone,

was graduated at the University of Wisconsin. A year later he received

the A. M. degree there for postgraduate studies. In his subsequent

researches on the history of Norwegian immigration to the United

States, resulting in a volume of 603 pages, published in 1908, Mr. Ho-
land has visited nearly all places having a considerable number of Norse
settlers in the Northwest, including their communities in Douglas county,
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Minnesota. During these travels, in August, 1907, he learned from
Mr. Ohman the circumstances of his finding the rune stone, and obtained

it for further investigations, being persuaded that it is what its inscrip-

tions claim. Some deficiencies of the previous translations have been

filled by Mr. Holand's comparisons with; other runic texts. The numer-

als especially he has shown to be like those that came into use in

Sweden about 600 years ago, being the numeral characters of medieval

almanacs, written in the decimal system.

Lectures by Mr. Holand, with exhibition of the stone, have been

given before the Minnesota Historical Society in December, 1909, and

before the historical societies of Chicago and of Wisconsin in February,

19 10; and the1 stone has been deposited in the museum of the first named
society in the fireproof New Capitol of Minnesota.

The most full presentation of objections to the authenticity of the

Kensington inscription is by Prof. George T. Flom, of the University of

Illinois, in a pamphlet of 43 pages, published in June, 19 10, by the Il-

linois State Historical Society. From certain words on the stone that

are regarded as exclusively of modern origin and use, from several

verbs lacking the medieval inflectional forms, and from several runes

unknown in ancient inscriptions but found in relatively modern inscrip-

tions of the district of Dalarne in Sweden, Professor Flom supposes the

Kensington runic record a forgery by some immigrant acquainted with

the modern use of runes in Dalarne.

Later a very complete defense has been made in a report of 66 pages

by the Museum Committee of the Minnesota Historical Society, pub-

lished in December, 19 10. It is based chiefly on the investigations of

one of the members of the committee, Prof. N. H. Winchell, who dur-

ing thirty years, 1872 to 1902, was the state geologist, and who now is

the state archaeologist, engaged in the publication of a quarto volume

for this society, on the Indian tribes and mounds of Minnesota. The
numerous objections urged by Professor Flom and others against some

of the words and runes in the inscription as only of modern usage, are an-

swered in detail by this report, though probably not so convincingly as

to be the final contribution in the discussion.
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Rumors implicating Mr. Ohman and a former preacher named Fo-

gelblad, who had studied at the University of Upsala, as guilty of

forgery of the inscription, have been thoroughly investigated by Mr.
Holand and proved to be entirely without justifiable foundation. No
clue remains to indicate that any person now or formerly living in Ken-

sington, or ever visiting there, possessed the intimate knowledge of the

ancient language and runes that would make such a skillful fraud pos-

sible.

Archbishop Ireland, of St. Paul, regards the invocation to the Virgin

Mary as an evidence of the genuineness of the inscription, since it was in

harmony with the religious thought of the Norsemen in the later part

of the Middle Ages, but could not be attributed to the present Lu-

theran Scandinavians, nor would it be likely to be placed in a modern
forgery.

The " two skerries," or rocks surrounded by water, have been identi-

fied on a projecting point of the western shore of Pelican lake, about

twenty miles north, called " one day's journey," from where the rune

stone was found. They are exceptionally large drift boulders, now on

the low shore of gravel and sand; but Professor Winchell holds the

opinion that this lake, like many others in western Minnesota, has been

reduced from a higher level of some centuries ago, when the two bould-

ers were skerries in the edge of the water.

" Fourteen days' journey," estimated in the inscription as the distance

to the sea, may well have been intended to note the time needed for a

return downstream, by the way of the Red river, Lake Winnipeg, and
the Nelson river,' to the southwest shore of Hudson bay. This probable

route of the expedition has been ably discussed by Prof. Andrew Fos-

sum, of St. Olaf College, Northfield, Minn. Light boats or canoes

could make the return in two weeks, aided by the current of the rivers.

A longer time, however, would be required for the upward journey,

with delays for fishing, hunting, and gathering berries, to provide food

for so large a company.

The main general objection to the Kensington inscription is the great

distance inland; for the Norsemen had colonies in Greenland from 985
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A. D. through the ensuing five centuries, with expeditions thence to

Vineland, identified as Nova Scotia or perhaps eastern Massachusetts,

so that we could somewhat readily accept a runic record if it were found

near our northeastern coast. But no insuperable argument can be based

on the distance from the coast, as is shown by the practicability of the

journey upstream from Hudson bay being made, including all probable

delays, in one month.

The lack of a European record of this expedition may be perhaps ac-

counted for by the failure of any of the inland explorers to return to

their ships. Official memoranda have been found, according to Mr.
Holand, showing that the Scandinavian home government in the year

1355 sent out a vessel with a commission to aid the Christian colonies

in Greenland, and that it returned in 1364; but no details of the regions

visited appear to be extant. May not the survivors of the Minnesota

exploring party, instead of returning to Hudson bay and thence to

Greenland and to their homes in Norway and Sweden, have become

merged with the Mandan Indians on the Missouri river? The Man-
dans, as described by Catlin and other travelers, had apparently an in-

termixture of European blood, giving to many members of the tribe

a light complexion and blue eyes.

Other stones bearing runic inscriptions seem probably to have been

found by Verendrye, in his expeditions of 1737-43, crossing the country

from Lake Winnipeg southwestward to the Missouri river near the sites

of Bismarck and Mandan. Verendrye and his party found stone pil-

lars on which were inscribed characters that could not be read but were

supposed to be of Tartarian origin, and a part of such a stone, inscribed

on both sides, was sent to Paris. The account of this is given by Peter

Kalm, the Swedish botanist, who traveled in America in 1748-51. His

description in the third volume of his Travels (London edition, 1 77 1,

pages 124-128) makes it wellnigh certain that the inscribed stone " sent

to France, to the secretary of state, the Count of Maurepas," was not

of Indian workmanship. If that stone can be now found in some mu-

seum of Paris, its inscriptions may remove all doubts of the Kensington

rune stone as a true record of the year 1362.
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Unless such confirmation can be obtained, the discussion is expected

to be continued and perhaps decided by carrying the stone to Europe
next summer, in accordance with a recommendation from Professor

Bothne of the University of Minnesota, for its examination by the most

expert Scandinavian runologists, linguists, and historians. But even at

that highest tribunal differences of opinions may be nearly like those ex-

pressed in this country by the many scholars who have studied and

written on this perplexing and fascinating subject. If the stone record

is indeed true, as the Minnesota report maintains, this state not only

leads in its number of Scandinavian immigrants, but was the earliest to

which they came, except that the New England coast was probably

visited much earlier by Leif Erikson and others, coming from Green-

land and calling the newly found country Vineland.

Warren Upham.

St. Paul, Minn.



THE ISLES OF SHOALS

{Concluded)

AMONG the missionaries and teachers sent to the islands by the

Newburyport Society there is one worthy of special mention:

Miss Hannah Peabody, who went in 1823 as instructor to the

islands, and spent some time living there. She was very successful in

her work. One of her objects was to instruct the people in useful and

industrial works and teach them the simple elements of education. On
Sundays she read to as many as would come to hear. She visited the

people and took special care and oversight of the children, sometimes

taking them to her home to keep them from bad parental influence.

When the girls were not in school she taught them carding, weaving and

netting. One year she reports one hundred and thirty-eight yards of

cloth, four hundred and sixteen skeins of yarn, spun by the girls of her

school, and sixty by a poor woman; also thirty-three skeins of twine, one

hundred and eighteen yards of netting and chip for twenty hats. The
cloth was used to furnish garments for the children of the school, some
given to the poor on the islands, and some sold in Portsmouth and New-
buryport. This report is a record of her zeal, self-denial and fidelity.

The history of the Shoals gives a long list of the ministers and

teachers who have at various times lived and worked among them. Be-

fore they came under the jurisdiction of Massachusetts Bay there were

three clergymen of the Church of England, Rev. Joseph Hull, Rev. Rich-

ard Gibson and Rev. Robert Jordan.

Rev. Joseph Hull was a graduate of St. Mary's Hall, Oxford, and
Rector of Northleigh, Devon. He gathered a company, sailed to Mas-
sachusetts Bay in 1635, and arrived at Weymouth the same year. He
was a preacher of some celebrity. About twenty families came with

him. He was their minister till 1639 when on account of some difficulty

he resigned. After this he was at the Shoals, Cotton Mather speaks

of him as being in the first class of New England ministers. Mr. Jen-
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ness speaks of him as settled at Agamenticus and visiting the islands, oc-

casionally officiating in a chapel on Smutty Nose.

Rev. Richard Gibson was educated at Magdalen College, Cam-
bridge, and came in 1637 as a missionary to a colony on Saco River.

He preached at Strawberry Bank (now Portsmouth) and at the Shoals.

He was arrested by Massachusetts Bay authorities and convicted, but

not punished, as he was about to leave the country. His ministry was

one of perfect peace. He was an accomplished scholar, a popular

preacher and highly esteemed as a gospel minister. C. F. Adams speaks

of him as one who was willing to lay aside his books in order to minister

the Sacraments to the fishermen of the Isles.

Rev. Robert Jordan was born in England and came to Maine in

1640 as chaplain to Richmond Island when twenty-eight years of age,

and served as minister at the Island and vicinity for about thirty years.

After the departure of Rev. Richard Gibson, Jordan continued services

at the Shoals.

In 1657 he was arrested by the General Court for opposition to

Massachusetts and in 1660 he was forbidden to preach. He was made
freeman in 1658. He married Sarah, daughter of John Winter, a lead-

ing man at Richmond Island, and became one of the great landed pro-

prietors of the colony and exercised a powerful influence in its affairs.

He occupied a large space in the affairs of his town and the Province,

was an active, enterprising man placed by education above the mass of

the people with whom he connected himself. He came as a religious

teacher, but turned his attention to secular things, but though he was
prominent in these, never forgot his office as missionary, but whenever
occasion offered gave his services to all who needed them.

The next minister was Rev. John Brock, who was born in England
in 1620 and came across the seas in 1637; entered Harvard College in

1643; graduated in 1646; spent five years at Dedham, till 1648; taught

school at Rowley and went to the Shoals about 1650. He was ordained

in Reading 13 November, 1662, and the day after married his predeces-

sor's widow. He was an expert in the Indian language and was recom-

mended as missionary to the Indians in Maine. Cotton Mather calls

him " the issue and honor of Harvard College."
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Rev. Samuel Belcher succeeded Mr. Brock. He was a native of

Ipswich, born in 1640; graduated at Harvard College in 1659, and re-

mained on the Islands till 1672, when he retired by reason of ill health.

About 1696 he removed to Newbury-Newtown where he was ordained 10

November, 1698. He served for a while at the little meeting house on

the Plains and later at the new house on Pipe-Stave Hill. He is said

to have had an excellent gift of preaching. In 1707 he preached before
" His Excellency the Governor and Council of Representatives of the

Province of Massachusetts Bay in New England." He retired from
Newbury to Ipswich, where he died 10 March, 17 14-15. During his stay

at the Shoals the inhabitants removed from Hog Island (Appledore) to

Star Island and erected a new meeting-house there.

Mr. Daniel Greenleaf succeeded Mr. Belcher. He was the first

minister at the new house on Star Island. The General Assembly of

Massachusetts voted him fourteen pounds for his support providing the

New Hampshire General Assembly paid six pounds. From these votes

it is evident that the inhabitants of Star Island were quite indifferent to

religious concerns.

Mr. Greenleaf was succeeded by Joshua Moody, son of Daniel and
Elizabeth Allen Moody and grandson of Caleb Moody of Newbury.
He was chosen minister of the Shoals in 1706 and left there in 1733; he

taught school in Hampton and Newburyport.

It is related of Mr. Moody that when (during a New England
storm in Ipswich Bay in which a fishing shallop was lost with all on

board) he wished to awaken his hearers, he described in strong words the

dangers and asked them what they would do in like danger, an old sailor

replied: " I should h'ist the fores'l and scud away to Squam."

Rev. John Tuck was one of the first settlers of Hampton. He was
the first minister regularly ordained to the congregation on the Islands.

He was a physician as well as pastor, and his tombstone records that he

was " a useful physician both to the bodies and souls of his people."

During his pastorate the islanders showed more thrift and sobriety than

before. He attended to their material interests as well as their spiritual

welfare.
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The salary was at one time the largest then paid in New England.

He was ordained at the Shoals 26 July, 1732. The sermon was

preached by Rev. Mr. Fitch of Portsmouth from the text: " I will make

you fishers of men." " Father Moody " of York, son of Caleb Moody,
made the prayer " that as the church was founded on the rocks, the gates

of hell might never prevail against it."

Mr. Tuck was buried on Star Island. His grave was discovered by

Hon. Dudley A. Tyng and by his effort a table monument placed over

it. He died in 1773, having served more than forty years.

Rev. Mr. Shaw succeeded him and officiated till the dispersion of

the inhabitants at the outbreak of the Revolution. Those who remained

were few and poor, unable to support a teacher, and soon lost the dispo-

sition to do so. They neglected to choose officers, had no schools, dis-

regarded the Lord's Day, and degenerated into a state of heathenism.

They pulled down the meeting-house and burnt it.

After the Revolution there were no ministers or teachers till the

close of the century, when, as I have said, the degraded condition of the

few inhabitants attracted the attention of people on the main land and
missionaries were sent to them, down to 1857. These teachers labored

earnestly and faithfully under hard, trying and depressing conditions.

One of them, Reuben Moody, Jr., was there for a few months in

1822. He left a journal of his work, from which I make some quota-

tions.

Mr. Moody seems to have had a very hard time during his stay at

the Islands. At his arrival the inhabitants were anxious for him to be-

gin a school. He told them that he was ready to open one as soon as

he had wood and a room. One of them came and invited him to view
a room which he had provided with wood and seats. He told Mr.
Moody that the reason he wanted the school was because his children

made such a disturbance at home that he could not sleep in the day time.

Mr. Moody says in his journal: " My school presents a singular ap-

pearance; in the morning as soon as they see me with my brand of fire

and key they all leave their plays and run, and when I am building the

fire they flock around me and squat down on the hearth like papposes,
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as ragged and nasty most of them." Under another date he writes:
" William C. sent me word he did not want me to strike his child over

the head as some of the children told him I did yesterday. 'Tis true,

with a short stick I rapped his head."

Again he writes: " Had to leave my school today to drive a scholar

into it who was hiding under the rocks and walls. Several people were

looking on but I did not administer correction till I had entered the

porch and they have nothing to talk about. After this she refused to

read and procured another whipping. My scholars have the worst of

tempers and will refuse to read if corrected ever so slightly. I find there

is no way to deal with them but to make them stand in the greatest fear

of me."

Mr. Moody's experience as a minister was as unsatisfactory as in

teaching. His first service was attended by a small number, at his sec-

ond a less number. He at this time began religious instruction. He
found some children who could say the Lord's prayer and some small

questions, but when he asked what became of wicked children when they

died he says " I could obtain no answer. Of this they appeared ignor-

ant."

Later he notes six hearers in morning, ten in the evening. He re-

ports :
" Last evening I held a meeting but there was much disturbance."

Llis meetings were often disturbed by persons asking theological ques-

tions and disputing the statements of the preacher. He encountered a

very great hindrance in his work in the intemperate habits of the people;

he says: "Parents will allow their children to go almost naked and

without food in order to satisfy the craving for drink." He notices one

very notable instance: " One poor person's bill for one month amounted

to four gallons he has carried home and 175 gills drank at the house of

a person for whom he fishes, and at this rate for three months six hun-

dred gallons of rum has been drunk, which is more than a quart a day."

At this time Mr. Eley, who had spent some time on the islands, re-

ports to the Society that he has not the least hope that the benevolent in-

tentions of the Society can ever be thoroughly accomplished till the' use

of ardent spirits is restrained.
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In 1855 Rev. J. Mason thus describes what he did while in the is-

lands: Repairing and caring for the public buildings, making the fires of

Sunday and for the day schools, sweeping the floors, ringing the bell,

hoisting the Bethel flag, making coffins, filing saws and repair-

ing clocks; his wife working on dresses and garments for the people.

The Rev. Mr. Tuck had a parsonage to live in which after his

death was taken down and removed to the main land. Later another

was built. Miss Hannah Peabody lived in it and carried on her work
for the improvement of the people.

The prosperity of the inhabitants of the Shoals seems to have been

an efficient cause of their deterioration in social life and morals.

Jocelyn speaks of the merchant " returning from his voyage to Eu-

rope, having disposed of his commodity, comes in with a bark laden with

wine, brandy and rum and tobacco; coming ashore he gives them a taster

or two, which so charms them that for no persuasions will they go to

sea for 2 or 3 days, sometimes for a whole week; till they are wearied

with drinking, taking ashore 2 or 3 hogsheads of wine and rum to

drink when the merchant is gone. Their expenses for drink put them in

debt for the necessaries of life, and result in the loss of land and homes
and reduce them into absolute poverty."

F. B. Sanborn in his History of New Hampshire says: " The first

business carried on along the N. H. coast being fish catching and curing,

a class of seamen as thirsty as the proverbial fish itself, frequented the

islands and seaboard towns."

As I have shown, the Shoals seem to have been in various ways pro-

vided with ministers and teachers and to have had during a large part

of their history a place for public worship. It is a tradition that the

first edifice was on Hog or Appledore Island and built of brick; by the

removal of the inhabitants to Star Island.it went to ruin and all traces

have disappeared. The second was on Smutty Nose, in which Mr. Bel-

cher officiated.

The third was on Star Island, built of timbers from the wrecks of

Spanish ships. This house was burnt by a riotous company of the is-

landers.
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The fourth was built by collections made by Hon. Dudley Tyng
and was of stone. It was in 1826 injured by fire, repaired and is now
standing.

The French and Indians made no attack on the islands, as they were

repulsed by the Colonial forces before they reached the islands; but it

is a tradition that Betty Moody escaped the Indians by hiding among
the rocks.

Eminent authors have thus described the Shoals: Mrs. Thaxter

says that they " though sad, stern, bleak and unpromising, are enchanted

islands having power to soothe the hurry, worry and fret of life."

Champlain, looking at them from Boar's Head saw them as three or

four rather prominent islands. Captain John Smith describes them as

a number of barren rocks overgrown with shrubs, without grass or

woods. Christopher Levett says he could not see one good timber tree

nor ground enough for a garden. Jenness tells us of their commercial

value and their social and civil condition, and presents them to invalids

and pleasure seekers as salubrious islets, an unrivalled summer resort.

Our own Lowell thus in a few words describes them:

A heap of bare and splintery crags

Tumbled about by lightning and frost,

With rifts and chasms and storm-bleached jags

That wait and groan for a ship to be lost.

Rufus Emery.
Newburyport, Mass.



NEWPORT UNDER THE BRITISH OCCUPATION

(Concluded)

HERE emerges from Honyman's lane (not for many a year yet

to be called Church street) , the highly respected rector of Trinity

church, the Rev. Marmaduke Browne, son of the Rev. Arthur

Browne, the original of " the rector " in the " Wayside InrV' and fated

himself to survive but a few months longer. You can see the church

up the lane, with a royal crown upon the summit of the spire, much as

it will appear when a century and a third more shall have circled by.

Here, on the southeastern corner, stands the old Honyman house,

and this young lady upon the steps is Penelope Honyman, a granddaugh-

ter of the former rector and to become the unfortunate wife of the Rev.

George Bisset, now curate of the parish.

This rarely handsome woman alighting from one of the carriages

filling the street is Mrs. Dr. Hunter, Godfrey Malbone's youngest daugh-

ter, stopping for a chat with Miss Penelope. The young girl by her

side is Peggie Malbone, daughter of Francis, fated to marry the grand-

son of a marquis and great-grandson of a duke, and to pass her life in

England.

Nor may we overlook the obsequious servant who helps the ladies

down, for he is no less a personage than " Quako Honyman," whose
woolly head is to win him a niche in history as the animated battering

ram which will, ere long, serve to break through the door of Gen. Pres-

cott's bedroom out there in Portsmouth, and thus assure his famous cap-

ture.

As now we turn from Thames street to survey the water front of

the town our eyes are caught by some of the signs upon the stone houses

we pass: " Gibbs & Channing," " Henry Collins," " Grant & Vernon,"
" E. F. Malbone," " Stephen Ayrault," and " John & William Tweedy,"
these last the largest importers of drugs in the American colonies.

What a busy scene is now arresting our attention. A mile of ample
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wharves stretches from " Robinson's " on the Point, to " Overing's "

on the extreme south, crowded with vessels, lading or unlading, and filled

high with merchandise, far beyond the capacity of the warehouses to

receive. Sometimes a craft is forced to go the whole length of the range

before finding an empty berth in which to discharge.

From one hundred to two hundred vessels engaged in the foreign

trade hail from this port, to say nothing of three hundred or four hun-

dred coasters. To Jonathan Nichols, who had his wharf near his house,

upon the Point, later known as the " Hunter house," used to belong, be-

fore his death, a few years since, not less than sixteen sail. Aaron Lo-

pez — this is his wharf where we are standing, nearly opposite the foot of

Honyman's lane— has thirty vessels of his own today. People will tell

you, too, with perhaps a pardonable exaggeration, that as many as two
thousand two hundred seamen are now engaged in Newport trade. A
line of packets runs hence to London. It may be we have chanced to

make our visit on the famous record day when a West Indiaman is

said to have arrived in Newport harbor on an average every fifty min-

utes from sunrise to sunset, eighteen in all.

There is gathered a group of purchasers from Connecticut who
stopped first at Providence, but not finding in that great market what
they needed, have come down here to be sure of it.

Some of those coasters there are unloading the local produce of New
Haven and New York and will shortly reload, for those same ports,

with molasses and other kinds of foreign merchandise, for not yet has

even the ambitious little city at the mouth of the Hudson, although a bit

larger than Newport, gotten enough upon her feet to import all the com-

modities she requires, while still aspiring, some day, to outrival the Rhode
Island town in commerce.

Now look at the other side of the picture. We pass on, a half dozen
years, to a day, at the beginning of the winter of 1776.

A great hostile fleet has entered Newport harbor and is just about

to occupy the town, with, at least, 7,000 soldiers, many of them Llessian

mercenaries, with their brutal ways.
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Not of course, up to the striking of this fateful hour, has the ebbing

of the prosperous tide, which we have just been watching at its flood,

waited to begin. As soon as bad blood was first stirred in earnest be-

tween the motherland and her American children, the exposed position

of Newport caused a haunting dread to take possession of her thought-

ful citizens. Much of the trade of the young mart had been carried on

with England and shortly began to dwindle. As early as 1774 it is

asserted that the commerce of the port had materially diminished. Soon

the great Jewish merchants, with their preternatural instinct for pre-

saging the prospects of trade, began, like birds of ill omen, to take their

departure. For months British ships of war have been infesting the

shores of the island and lying in Newport harbor, under the pretence of

enforcing the revenue laws. Their menacing attitude soon threw the in-

habitants into the profoundest agitation and distress. Some time since

a large number abandoned the town. Great herds of cattle were gath-

ered from the farms and driven to the ferry to swim to the mainland.

Nearly all the merchants of highest standing have sought a refuge

in the interior. The capital has been removed from Newport to Provi-

dence, or the " Hornet's Nest," as the enemy are pleased to call it.

Up to this point the movement has been gradual and deliberate.

But now, as Sir Peter Parker and his ships, swarming with Red-

coats, come in from the sea, panic takes the place of circumspection.

The little American force hitherto protecting the island, althogether in-

adequate to cope with the new conditions, simply withdraws.

Great is the consternation among the deserted inhabitants, imagin-

ation picturing a repetition of the scenes of Lexington and Bunker Hill.

The enemy shows the same savage temper which it has exhibited every-

where. Every available vehicle has been put in requisition to carry the

terrified women and children out upon the island, and up to Howland's
Ferry, at its northern end.

Before the beginning of the decline of population, Newport is be-

lieved to have numbered 11,000 or 12,000 inhabitants.

Now, after the hegira of so many of her citizens, with the enemy
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still lingering upon the ships, much less than a half of that number—
perhaps not more than a third— remains in her deserted and silent

streets. With the recollection, fresh in our minds, of the multitude

which used to fill her thoroughfares with animation and make her now
abandoned piers resound with the cheerful noise of commerce, how nat-

ural is it to exclaim concerning her, in her present condition: "How
doth the city sit solitary, that was full of people 1

" Nor will the per-

petual tramp, tramp, of the invading army tomorrow be a welcome sub-

stitute for the old pleasant sounds.

As soon as the British landed, they began the plunder of the island.

Everything which had been left behind by the fugitives, sheep, grain,

hay, fowls, and the few horses and cows disappeared as in a transfor-

mation scene, except that the change was to nothing pleasant, but only

to empty barns and hungry granaries. The barrack officer, too, went

on his unwelcome rounds and quartered in each commodious building,

from ten to forty soldiers. There were no longer any homes in New-
port, but only houses.

Even the churches were not held sacred, but summoned to shelter

their quota, likewise, of armed men. When Dr. Hopkins returned to

his parish in 1780, the pulpit, pews and other fixtures in his church had
been totally demolished, and the indentations where the soldiers had
struck the muzzles of their guns were plainly visible upon the woodwork.
This Colony house, in like manner, was turned into a hospital and left,

as to its interior, in a ruinous condition.

As time went on and fuel became scarcer (the cold of that winter

proving exceptionally bitter), the forests, which had been found clothing

the island, upon its discovery and had always formed a cardinal element

of its charm, were cut down by the shivering soldiers, never, to this day,

to be restored.

Even the rarely inviting orchards planted around farm houses and
gentlemen's seats shared this desecration.

Partly perhaps through wantonness, and partly for the sake of

procuring firewood, countless houses too were destroyed, it being esti-

mated that there were left standing in the town from five hundred to nine
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hundred fewer buildings in 1779 than existed in 1776. In a single day,

when the French fleet was hovering near, the British burned, upon the

west road, beginning two miles from the town, every house for a mile

and for half that distance upon the east road. The day came when even

the timber of the wharves was seized to warm the unwelcome guests and

to cook their food.

Almost the only object in Newport which received respectful con-

sideration was Trinity church, its minister adhering to the royal cause.

At the close of the period of the occupation the site of this once

fairest of towns presented a scene of desolation. Newport was but a

shadow of her former self. A commission appointed by the General

Assembly reported that the losses of private property, which could be

estimated in money amounted to nearly £125,000 in silver. No ledger,

however, has ever been manufactured ample enough to permit the ac-

countant to enter upon its pages the damage done at this period to the

peerless social life of the town, the blotting out of the original sylvan

beauty of the island and the annihilation of that flourishing commerce
which lay at the foundation of this nearly perfect form of human life.

Nor can we avoid having pressed upon our attention at this period

the inquiry— What purpose had the British government in view in oc-

cupying the island of Rhode Island, and how far were they successful

in accomplishing their object?

What had they to show, at the end of it all, to balance their vast

expenditure and the spreading of terror and misery over one of their

lately loyal colonies?

No doubt the first motive for landing an army at the entrance of

Narragansett bay was the invasion of the heart of New England. So
the General Assemblies of both Rhode Island and Connecticut regarded
it, in their formal resolutions upon the movement passed within two or

three weeks of its accomplishment.

When we have regard to the present surpassing beauty of this

fairest summer capital by the sea, it is scarcely possible wholly to regret

the arrest of its former commercial predominance.
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To the visitor at Newport, at this season of the year, it appears no
misnomer to hear it styled the " Eden of America."

No doubt there were economic laws, affecting the situation, which

need not now be taken into consideration, but had trade gained and kept

its hold on the lower portion of this island, as on a similar one we wot
of, and had it filled it with buildings, " whose tops may reach unto

heaven," and had the upper part been laid out in parallel avenues, with

an endless number of cross streets, filled with stone houses of a sombre
hue, stretching up to Bristol Ferry where then could you have looked

to find " the paradise of America "?

Does it sound like a paradox to speak in a still higher sense, of the

debt which Newport owes to the Revolutionary era? But she does owe
such a debt. It was through that cruel baptism of fire that she was
transformed from something common into something rich and rare.

Is it nothing to be changed from a mere prosperous mart of trade

into a city of romance, whose atmosphere has the glow of poetry, and
whose spaces are peopled with historic memories and shadows of the

mighty past?

Is it nothing for men and women to have had offered to them the

opportunity of being transmuted from common clay into the stuff that

heroes are made of?

Is it nothing for a town to have been given the right to keep, like

another Venice, a Golden Book, writ full of names of those who have

deserved well of the republic?

So, in the midst of all your perfect life, citizens of Newport, forget

not to tell your children and your grandchildren of the days when deeds

were done, on this spot, more lasting than granite, more gleaming than

marble and purer than the triumphs of the gardener's art. Whatever
else, here, grows dim and fades, let it not be the memory of your patriot

sires.

Daniel Goodwin.
East Greenwich, R. I.



SOME NOTES ON THE BEGINNINGS OF AMERICAN
SCIENCE

(Concluded)

"E have tried to vary somewhat the numerous departments of

science which have been treated and at the same time keep

within strict chronological arrangement, and thus far have

sketched with some care and attention the several leaders of important

branches of science in this country, from Dr. Duponceau— 1760—
to Dana, born in 18 13. In doing this there have been brought to-

gether many names of men who have excelled in certain departments,

though all for the general advancement and good of the country, and
unquestioned leaders in their respective callings.

During the year last mentioned there was born an explorer of

some note and a man important in many ways, yet hardly to be termed

great in any single achievement.

We refer to John Charles Fremont, who passed away in 1890,

five years before Professor Dana. He had a remarkable career, and

although many writers give him little credit for what he really did we
are convinced that his work was of enough importance to warrant

placing his name in the list as of one who deserves recognition.

Born of good French family, in Savannah, Georgia, he was well

educated, though left an orphan at an early age. He graduated from

Charleston College, South Carolina, and early taught mathematics,

afterward turning his attention to engineering and becoming assistant

to Nicollet in his exploration of the Mississippi Valley.

Most of his best work however lay to the west of the Louisiana

territory, and in 1842 he was appointed to explore the South Pass,

which he did with considerable honor to himself. A year later he lead

a second expedition to the heart of the Rockies, reaching the head-
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waters of the Colorado, the Salt Lake, and eventually ascending the

Columbia.

Undoubtedly his most important trip was that of of 1845-46, dur-

ing which he participated in the Mexican War, leading the California

settlers in an uprising which resulted eventually in the freedom of

northern California and further, in his own election as governor of the

territory. He has been called the " Pathfinder," and it is as such that

he has the right to be included here; two more expeditions of note, one

along the upper Rio Grande in 1848, and another in 1853, are to his

credit, the last being of importance as it located passes through the

mountains on lines of latitude 38 ° and 39 which meant much to the

later flow of colonization.

There is little doubt but that a great deal of the work of this man
had been anticipated, though it brought him into much prominence at

the time and secured for him the first Republican nomination for the

Presidency of 1856.

However, on the whole, he did much good work, exploring con-

siderable new territory and showing no small amount of courage and

endurance as well as good management, all of which were sufficient to

make his name a memorable one in the annals of the West.

At about this time we seem to come upon an era of government
exploration, reconnaissances and surveys, which gave to us the present

established routes and indicated the lines of future railways and sites

of many of our present frontier posts. The Far West was slowly

becoming better known, though even before Fremont there was a litera-

ture of the subject beginning with the hackwork of Carver in 1778 and
ending for our purpose with that classic of the period.—Josiah Gregg's

Commerce of the Prairies.

The life of Fremont is closely connected with that of Thomas
H. Benton of Missouri, whose daughter he married. While not in the

strict sense a man of science, and in view of the fact that many have
written of him in terms by no means complimentary, we are constrained

to believe that he has in many instances been unjustly and Harshly criti-
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cised, much of which has probably been brought about through his

political ventures of which however, we make no pretense of knowledge.

To turn from a man who was much before the public, to one who
cared less for prominence than for seclusion and study, is somewhat

more in the line of this work, and in Lewis H. Morgan we have such a

character.

This writer, somewhat inappropriately called " the father of

American anthropology," was born in Aurora, Cayuga County, New
York, November 21, 18 18, and died in 1881 at Rochester. He early

became, by adoption, a member of the Seneca tribe of Indians and

devoted the better part of a quiet but studious life to the study of the

aborigines, both in the locality and in the southwestern part of our

country. During the period in which Morgan labored little that could

be called accurate knowledge had been gathered, either from the point

of anthropology or archaeology, though numerous books had been pub-

lished, propounding theories, and many observations had been made,

notably by Schoolcraft and later by Catlin; the former pretending to

be infallible, though the work of the latter claims nothing more than

to be an extended series of notes on what had been witnessed and known
to be true. Indeed Morgan, writing in 1 88 1 , near the close of his life,

characterises the work of Catlin as being a valuable contribution to

American ethnology, and if the one claims the right to be the first

among anthropologists, we must, as previously mentioned, ascribe to the

earlier student the title of " Father of American Ethnology."

One of the earliest and best books by Morgan was his celebrated

League of the Ho De No Sau N\ee, or Iroquois, and it is a pleasure

to note that it has been reprinted and now obtainable, though for some
years the original edition was exceedingly scarce and difficult to procure.

The volume has been termed the first thoroughly scientific work on
the subject ever published, containing much of vast importance to the

student and highly attractive to the general reader. This volume and
his Study of the House and House Life of the American Aborigines

form an almost complete treatise on the habits and customs of the first

Americans, and show the author to be a profound student and scholar.
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Another volume which stands by itself, is his book on the American

Beaver published in 1868, and treating the subject as it had never been

taken up before—or since. Though the trade in the skin of this little

animal formed such an important factor in early American commerce,

little if anything was known by the general public as to his haunts and

habits, except what could be gleaned from, the work of some cultured

trader or trapper, and a man with the combined faculties was no more
common in the halcyon days of the early West than is he at the present

time in the backwoods of Canada. Morgan's work therefore remains

a classic of its kind and is now difficult to procure.

Though not voluminous, this writer did considerable work, a

notable contribution being his Systems of Consanguinity and Affinity,

which was published in 1 87 1 by the Smithsonian and throws much light

on an important subject; were it practicable to do so a uniform edition

of his various writings would be an admirable addition to the library

of the student of American life and manners, and fill a niche that at

the present time is unoccupied. Morgan lived and worked almost before

his countrymen, as a whole, had awakened to the fact that the time

would come when all knowledge of a similar character would have to

be gleaned from the researches of others, and the first-hand investiga-

tions which he made will always be highly esteemed.

Three other names claim our attention for some slight space and by
the inclusion of these we bring the subject almost to the beginning of

the last half of the nineteenth century.

The first of these is Captain James B. Eads, of engineering fame,

born in 1820; the second, Spencer Fullerton Baird, 1823; and the third

Dr. Elliot Coues, 1842. The sketches of these men are in themselves

short, and by making mention of them we properly bring to a close the

period referred to at the beginning of this second article.

The man who supplied the Government with its first and most
useful armored steamboats; who built the St. Louis Bridge, and who
made navigable one of the shallowest mouths of the Mississippi, is

indeed worthy of a place among the leaders of American science.

James Buchanan Eads was born May 23, 1820, at Lawrenceburg,
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Indiana; as a child showed great aptness in the use of mechanical in-

struments and at ten years of age revelled in a small workshop built

for him by his father, where he constructed models of known and un-

known contrivances, though it is said that his greatest delight at this

time was to take to pieces and put together again the family clock and

amuse himself with other and similar pleasures.

While stilll a youth disaster overtook the family and young Eads

was forced to do his share toward procuring the daily bread. In 1839
he obtained a position as purser on a Mississippi steamboat, and under

such conditions studied with the utmost care the wonderful river which

was afterward to be greatly improved by him and concerning which he

probably knew more than any one man. From 1845 un til the opening

of the Rebellion, Captain Eads turned most of his attention to matters

pertaining to the problems of navigation, making, in 1856, a propo-

sition to Congress to keep the channels of the Mississippi, Missouri,

Ohio and Arkansas Rivers clear of snags, wrecks etc., for a term of

years. Though the nation was considerably impressed with the sug-

gestion, and it acted to ultimate good at a later date, it was not passed

on at the time. Probably the most important service rendered by Eads
however was his supervision of the building of the river fleet of iron-

clads, and the work which they did is best recorded in the history of

the campaigns of Generals Grant and H'alleck, in fact it is doubtful if

the capture of Mobile would have been effected by Farragut had it not

been for this class of vessel. Early in 1861 his advice was requested

and promptly given. Referring to the work which he did, Boynton in

his History of the Navy says: " One individual put into construction and
pushed to completion within a hundred days a powerful squadron of

eight steamers * * * The fact that such a work was done is nobler

praise than any that can be bestowed by words." In the construction

of the steel arch bridge at St. Louis from 1867 to x 874, Mr. Eads
had to deal with problems which had not before confronted any engi-

neer, yet the work was successfully accomplished and stands to-day a

monument to his name. His final triumph as concerned the jetties of
the Mississippi added further laurels to fame already won, and in this

connection he clearly outlined, in 1874-78 one of the most magnificent
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plans which hydraulic engineering has ever undertaken and which is

equalled to-day only by the Panama problem.

Captain Eads died in 1887. Six years previous to that he had
been awarded the Albert Medal of the British Society of Arts, in token

of its appreciation of the service he had renderd to engineering—being

the first American upon whom this honor had been conferred. There
is no doubt but that he will always be looked upon with the highest

esteem and admiration by his countrymen.

Some time back we mentioned as of one of the Secretaries of the

Smithsonian Institution, the name of Spencer F. Baird. Here was a

man who probably did more in the broad field of science than any

individual previously mentioned, and who was not only honored by

being made a member of nearly every American scientific society but

also either foreign or corresponding member of most of the important

scientific societies of England, France, Germany, Austria and Spain,

and a member of the Council of the American National Academy of

Sciences.

He was born in Reading, Pennsylvania, in 1823, and graduated

from Dickinson College in 1840. The love of out-door life came to

him naturally and was greatly stimulated by an early acquaintance with

Audubon, formed in 1838. For four years he held the professorship

of Natural History at the college which had educated him, and it was
only a short time before his resignation from this position that he began

his first important work'—that of translating and editing the Icono-

graph'ic Encyclopedia.

At this time he accepted the post of assistant secretary of the

Smithsonian Institution, holding this position until the death of Pro-

fessor Henry, at which time he became Secretary, retaining this im-

portant office until death, in 1887.

In his writings Professor Baird covered many branches of Natural

History though his most elaborate original memories are the Catalogue

of North American Serpents, and the Mammals of North America.

Possibly his most important work was done while at the head of the
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United States Fish Commission, which was created in 1871, and it is

interesting to note that the Emperor of Germany presented to him the

" erster Ehrenpreis " of the Internationale Fischerei Ausstellung, held

at Berlin, in 1880, and that a year previous he had been awarded the

gold medal of the Societe d' Acclimation of France, for the excellence

of his work in this line. Baird, even as a young and comparatively un-

known man was highly appreciated, as is proven by the associations

which he formed and the connections which were made with the scien-

tists of the day as Bachman and Wilson, as well as Audubon above

mentioned. In his later work he was at times assisted by such men as

Girard, Gill, LeConte, Cooper and others, and his treatises on mam-
malogy and ornithology were the first in the United States to be truly

exhaustive and final. He was one of a group of men whose work was
of national importance and who from their headquarters, so as to speak,

in Washington, did much to propagate the good work which had been

so materially assisted by the beneficence of Smithson.

Another man, the last to be named among this collection, whose
best work was done while connected with the government, was Elliott

Coues, a naturalist of the highest repute and a man to whom we owe
much, not only for his original work, but for the many elucidations

which he has made on the work of others.

Dr. Coues was born at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, September

9th, 1842, and was a graduate of the Columbian University at Wash-
ington, (class of 1 86

1 ) , from which institution he received at different

times the degrees of A. M., M. D., and Ph.D. As an army surgeon he

served through the war of the Rebellion, not retiring from the ranks

till 1 88 1, though during the period he acted as professor of Zoology
and Comparative Anatomy at Norwich University, Vermont, from 1873
to 1876. He was naturalist for the United States Boundary Com-
mission of 1875, and collaborated with the Smithsonian Institution as

his work at this time was of the highest importance, forming a part

of the Official Survey Reports published by the Government.

In 1877 Professor Coues was elected a member of the National

Academy of Sciences, and was without doubt the highest authority upon
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the exploration of the West during the nineteenth century, and every

student of the subject owes him a debt of gratitude. The excellent work
done by him in connection with the Lewis and Clark Journals is of the

utmost value; his notes and introduction being most exhaustive and

commendable. This statement also applies to his edition of the Pike

expedition, as well as the Journals of Alexander Henry and David
Thompson, the latter account being probably of more importance to

the northwest than any since the publication of the Mackenzie voyage

of 1801. The American Explorer Series which includes the Diary of

Francesco Garces; the Journal of Jacob Fowler, and the Narrative of

Charles Larpenteur, were also edited by Dr. Coues, who possessed an

extraordinary amount of accurate and minute knowledge of the country

and its inhabitants, gained from actual travel and personal observation,

and as a naturalist he added largely to what was already known re-

garding the flora and fauna. His personal work in the field was as

brilliant and accomplished as that which was undertaken in connection

with bibliography. Until recently his list of the various editions of

Lewis and Clark has been considered definitive, though now in the

lately-published and newly-edited Journals, which were done from the

manuscripts possessed by the American Philosophical Society, Mr. V.

H. Paltsits has added much which escaped the early recorder.

Dr. Coues' death occurred in Washington in 1889. He had been

for some time working in connection with the Bureau of American
Ethnology, though not an officer of that institution, and his loss was
felt not only by his comrades but by the scientific world in general and
American Natural History in particular.

Thus we bring to a close these few scattered, and it is hoped not

uninteresting remarks, on a subject which is not only a broad one, but

which deals with many phases and features in the development of the

New World. We have tried to show what science has done, to a certain

extent, toward successfully bringing about many important events and

how it has assisted in the various industries which go to make up a

complete whole.

William Harvey Miner.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.



LINCOLN AND THE MILITARY TELEGRAPH CORPS

NO persons rushed with more patriotic fervor to the field of Mars
than did the boys of the telegraph. It was my fortune to be

made manager of the military telegraph office in the War De-
partment early in the struggle, and it is therefore with confidence I speak

of the organization and efficiency of the Military Telegraph Corps of

the United States Army.

On the 27th of April, 1861, on the order of Secretary Cameron,
David Strouse, David Homer Bates, Samuel Brown and Richard O'Brien,

four of the best and most reliable operators on the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company's telegraph line, arrived in Washington, and formed the germ
out of which grew the best disciplined, the most wonderfully accurate,

reliable and intelligent army telegraph corps ever known to the world.

They were soon followed by others until over twelve hundred young men
enrolled themselves in the corps and rendered services such as had never

before been performed for any government. They were from sixteen to

twenty-two, boys in years and stature but giants in loyalty and the amount

of work they did for their country. A better-natured, more intelligent or

harder working band did not exist in the army. They were ready to go
anywhere at a moment's notice, and if necessary work day and night

without rest, uncomplainingly.

Ofttimes they were sent where the sky was the only roof, a stump

their only office, the ground their " downy couch."

With a handful of hard bread and a canteen of water, they would
open and work an office on the picket line, to keep the commanding gen-

eral in touch with his advanced forces, or to herald the first advance of

the enemy. When retreat became necessary it was their place to remain

behind and to announce that the rear guard had passed the danger line

between it and the pursuing foe.

All the movements of the army, all the confidence of the com-

—Read before the United Service Club of Philadelphia.
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manders, were entrusted to these boys, yet not one ever betrayed that

knowledge and confidence in the most remote degree.

The military telegraph eventually assumed colossal proportions, ex-

tending to every part of the Union where a Union soldier could be found.

Its delicate yet potent power was felt and appreciated by every depart-

ment of the Government. The system was elaborate and complete

—

15,389 miles of wire and over six millions of military telegrams during

the war, within the lines of the army.

The boys didn't plan campaigns or fight battles, but amidst the

fiercest roar of conflict they were to be found coolly advising the com-

manding general of the battle's progress. When the army was in mo-
tion they were wherever duty was to be performed; when in repose, a

thousand general officers had them at their elbows.

The corps was the very nerves of the army during the war, and was
so considered by all those that came in contact with it, yet it was not, and

has not been, recognized as an integral part of that army.

Its services were great, its sacrifices many. From Yorktown to Ap-
pomattox, almost every field, every march, numbered one of the telegraph

boys among the fallen. A hundred nameless graves throughout the bat-

tlefields of the Union attest their devotion—yet the Government never so

much as thanked them for their services. Of the twelve hundred, there

are not two hundred left—those who did not die in action succumbed

shortly after the war from wounds, or the effect of exposure and impris-

onment.

Here let me say of the dead:

Not a funeral note was sounded as they were buried; not a flower

is cast on their graves as Memorial Day returns; and of the survivors:

They are not admitted to any of the various organizations of those who
fought for the Union, and I am so far the only one invited to partici-

pate in any of the ceremonies or entertainments of such a society.

A few of the officers were commissioned and in consequence are

borne upon the rolls of honor, but the rank and file, who performed the

principal duties, although obliged to take an oath of allegiance and of
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secrecy, not being technically sworn into the service, were disbanded

without a word of thanks or a scrap of paper showing that they had hon-

orably discharged their trying duties.

Secretary Stanton said, in one of his reports to Congress: "The
military telegraph has been of inestimable value to the service, and no

corps has surpassed it."

Though Congress has often been appealed to, to right the wrong
and enroll the corps, the wrong remains unrighted.

One there was, had life been spared him, that would have seen jus-

tice done us—but the corps, like humanity in general, suffered when
Abraham Lincoln died. It was through my connection with the corps

that I knew Mr. Lincoln, and so I group a glimpse of him with one of it.

I first saw him in Harrisburg as he emerged from the Jones House,

in the judicious act of flanking any hostile movement in Baltimore, as he

proceeded to Washington. As a military telegrapher I came in contact

with him many times daily, and often late at night. He was always on

terms of easy familiarity with the operators, and so my acquaintance

with him was formed.

I soon saw a man before me with a kind heart and charitable dis-

position, who had a duty to perform that he intended performing with

conscientious exactitude. In the many telegrams he wrote or dictated,

and in the conversations with Mr. Seward, who usually came with him to

the telegraph office, he displayed a wonderful knowledge of the country,

its resources and requirements, as well as an intuition of the needs and

wants of the people.

In the autumn of 1861 there were many fires in Washington, and
among the many great annoyances of irrelevant subjects thrust upon him
in those trying times, were the constant offers from everywhere, to form
fire brigades, as a component part of the army, for the protection of the

Capital. He bore it all as a part of the responsibility resting on him;

yet at last was compelled to rebuke it from sheer lack of time to give it

any attention.

A committee of Philadelphia citizens eloquently urged the matter,
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but valuable time was wasting, and Mr. Lincoln was forced to bring the

conference to a close, which he did by gravely saying, and as if he had
just awakened to the true import of the visit, " Ah! Yes, gentlemen, but

it is a mistake to suppose that I am at the head of the Fire Department
of Washington. I am simply the President of the United States." The
quiet irony had its effect—the committee departed.

The personal familiarity of Mr. Lincoln, shown in his intercourse

with the war telegraphers, already spoken of, cannot be better illustrated

than by relating a few personal encounters with him

:

September 26, 1861, was an appointed day for humiliation, fasting

and prayer, and was generally observed throughout the North. We
operators were extra vigilant at our posts; our boy George was engaged

in preparing a " Daniels' battery " when, shortly after noon, Mr. Lin-

coln came in. Spying George, he accosted him with " Well, sonny, mix-

ing the juices, eh? ' Then taking a seat in a large arm-chair and adjust-

ing his spectacles, he became aware that we were very busy. A smile

broke over his face as he saluted us with " Gentlemen, this is Fast Day,

and I am pleased to observe that you are working as fast as you can; the

proclamation was mine, and that is my interpretation of its bearing upon

you.

Then changing the subject he said, " Now we will have a little talk

with Governor Morton, at Indianapolis. I want to give him a lesson in

geography. Bowling Green affair I set him all right upon; now I will

tell him something about Muldraugh Hill. Morton is a good fellow, but

at times he is the skeeredest man I know of."

It was customary for Mr. Lincoln to make frequent calls at our of-

fice, either for direct telegraphic communication, or to get what he called

news.

One day in September, 1861, he called with Mr. Seward, and say-

ing pleasantly " Good morning, what news? " I replied, " Good news

—

because none;" whereupon he rejoined " Ah, my young friend, that rule

don't always hold good, for a fisherman don't consider it good luck when
he can't get a bite !

"

Once, also with Mr. Seward, he entered. They seemed to have es-
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caped from some great bore, and the President appeared greatly relieved

as he sank into an arm-chair, saying, " By jings, Governor, we are here !

"

Mr. Seward turned to him, and in a manner of semi-reproof said : "Mr.
President, where did you learn that inelegant expression? " Without
replying Mr. Lincoln turned to us and said: "Young gentlemen, ex-

cuse me for swearing before you; ' by jings' is swearing, for my good
old mother taught me that anything that had a by before it is swearing.

I won't do so any more."

Abraham Lincoln will live in the true history of his times as one

who was unflinching in his devotion to duty, unswerving in fidelity and one

who tried to live a manly life within the bounds of his comprehension of

manhood's aims and duties.

William B. Wilson.
Philadelphia.

TWO LETTERS OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN

(These two, on so widely different subjects, are alike as witnesses

to Mr. Lincoln's kindness of heart. What other Chief Magistrate, of

any nation, would have been equally ready in the midst of his harassing

responsibilities, to allow the mother of a rebel prisoner to visit her.

son, and to help an unknown soldier to secure employment?)

Executive Mansion, Washington, Oct. 9, 1863.

Hon. Secretary of War:
Sir—Mrs. Thomas G. Clemsin is a daughter of the late Hon. John

C. Calhoun, and is now residing near Bladensburg in Maryland. She

understands that her son, Calhoun Clemsin, is now a prisoner of War
to us at " Johnson's Island; " and she asks the privilege merely of visit-

ing him. With your approbation, I consent for her to go

—

Yours truly,

A. Lincoln.
A short note, Dec. 9, 1864:

I shall be glad if any Department or Bureau can give employment

to this discharged soldier.—A. Lincoln.
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THE REAL VICTIM OF BOOTH

Abraham Lincoln would never agree that Andrew Johnson should

be relegated to an obscurity so dark compared with the illumination of

his own fame.

The tragedy which removed Lincoln made Johnson President; and
there will always be those who will maintain that Johnson, not Lincoln,

was the real victim of Booth's pistol shot. Booth never calculated on

such a result, if he calculated on anything. Lincoln's ideas of the correct

policy of reconstruction, so far as they were pre-figured by his words
and acts in the days when the war was manifestly drawing to a close,

were not the ideas of the dominant spirit in Congress. Perhaps Lincoln,
" master of men," as he has been called, might have escaped the bitter

experience to which his successor was doomed. We cannot tell. John-

son, who was not a master of men, could not escape. He had no power
to quell or even to allay the storm which broke about him. He was no

match for the radicals in Congress, led by such astute men as Thaddeus
Stevens, Benjamin F. Butler, and John A. Logan. He lacked one

essential element of greatness—the power of self control—and the rup-

ture between him and the party which had placed him in office became
one of the most deplorable episodes in American political history. The
popularity he had enjoyed vanished, and he became the object of angry

and violent partisanship, relinquishing the office of President with scarce

a voice to bid him a respectful farewell.

It is even now too early to estimate with exact justice the merits of

the controversy over reconstruction in which Andrew Johnson and Con-

gress—or more accurately, the Republican majority in Congress—be-

came involved. As time goes on, however, there is manifest a continu-

ally growing tendency to judge of him less harshly, and to speak of him

as unfortunate rather than as wrong. He suffers, perhaps to an extent

unjustly, when placed in comparison with Lincoln, whose work he was
forced to take up when he was clearly unequal to the task. It was an

evil hour for him when this responsibility was laid upon his shoulders.

Happier would he have been had he not climbed so high. On this cen-

tennial day of his birth it is best that we should remember him as the

to his country, and recall his steady progress onward. What happened

poor boy, eager for an education, eager to rise, eager to be of service

to him at the last cannot obliterate that inspiring sight.

—

New Bedford
Standard.
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CHAPTER XXIV

THE FORESTERS

THERE were preparations for a hunter's carousal in the heart of

the forest. The scene of their revel was a sunny glade, where
a dozen idlers were lounging away the noontide beneath the

dappled boughs. A fire had been kindled upon a flat rock near by, and

from the rivulet that gurgled around its base, the neck of a black bottle

protruded, where it had been anchored to cool in the running water. A
fresh-killed buck lay as if just thrown upon the sod in the midst of the

woodland crew, who stirred themselves from the shade as the hunter who
had flung the carcass from his strong shoulders turned to lean his rifle

against the fretted trunk of a walnut-tree that spread its branches near.

" Why, Kit Lansingh, my boy, you are no slouch of a woodman to

carry a yearling of such a heft as that," cried our old friend Bait, lifting

the deer by its antlers partly from the ground. " You must have struck

the crittur, too, a smart distance from here, for none of us have heard

the crack of your rifle to-day."

"Somebody may, though you have not, Uncle Bait; for, let me tell

you, boys, there's other folks in the woods besides us chaps here."

The hunters started up and were now all attention—for the signs of

strangers in the forest is ever a source of keen interest to the woodsman,
who, when the frontier is in arms, never ventures to strike the game of

which he is in search without remembering that he himself may be, at that

very moment, the human quarry of some more dangerous hunters that

hovers near.

" Nay, Conyer, go on cutting up the carcass. I've left no trail to

guide a Redskin to this spot," said the hunter, disembarrassing himself

of his powder-horn and shooting-pouch, which he hung upon a wild plum-

bush near by. " We can sit down to dinner without any of Brant's people

IOI
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coming to take pot-luck with us; for I've scoured every rod of ground
within miles of the camp. But the Redskins are out, nevertheless, I tell

ye."

"Where, Kit, where? How know you?" simultaneously cried a

dozen voices.

" Why, you see, it must be at least four hours agone since I struck

that yearling, which was down in the Whooping Hollow by Cawaynoot
Pond."

" Cawaynoot Pond! " ejaculated a hunter. " What, that little bog-

bordered lake, with the island that floats loose upon it like a toast in a

tankard?"

" Go on, go on, Kit," cried another. " We all know the Whooping
Hollow ; but you were a bold fellow to strike a deer there."

" Yes, I stirred him first in the marsh at this end of Cawaynoot, and
that's a fact. But, instead of taking the water there, he puts out west-

ward, and clips it right over toward the river, till he brought me in sight

of the Potash Kettle."

" Senongewah— ' The Great Upturned Pot '—the Abregynes call

it," ejaculated Bait; " I know the mounting."

" Well," pursued Lansingh, " the buck doesn't keep on toward the

river, but hooks it right round the rim of the Kettle, and back again

toward the east. It was, in course, long afore I could git a shot; and

following hard on his trail along a hillside overgrown with short sprangly

bushes, I saw, by the way in which they were] trampled down, that a white

man must have passed that way before me."

"A white man?" cried several voices, with increasing interest.

"Yes, a white man; and that within no very great time, anyhow."

" How knew you that, Kit? " asked Bait.

" Why, I cleared the bushes aside, looked down and there, as plain

as my Bible, I saw the print of his shoe in the moss."

"Which, in course, would not hold a foot-print long if it was fresh

and springy. Kit is right, boys," said Bait.
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"And that wasn't all, uncle. I saw a shoe-print in the fresh moss,

with that of a small Injun moccasin treading right in his footsteps. (A
little salt, Teunis; now let the gravy of that other slice drip on my corn-

cake till I'm ready for it—so fashion.)"

" A moccasin? Go on, go on, Kit," cried an eager young hunter.

" Let a man eat in whiles, won't you lads? " said Lansingh, who
seemed disposed to make the most of his narrative; "well, I went on,

followed my deer till I got a shot at him from behind a cranberry bush in

the Whooping Hollow, and just as he was bending his knees to take the

water near the very spot where I first started him (it was natural, you
know, Uncle Bait, for the crittur to go back where he belonged—a drop

of that liquor, if you please) , he caught my bullet in the back of his neck,

gave a splurge, and was done for.

" So, after pulling him out of the water, I hangs up the carcass out of

reach of the wolves, and goes back to look after the white man's trail.

" It kept along the hillside only a short distance, and then struck

suddenly off atween two rocks and among some dogbriers, where I nearly

lost it, right over the ridge ; on the opposite side of which it led right back

in the direction from which I had first traced it. Now, says I to myself,

says I, it's after all only some fool of a fellow that has lost himself in

these woods, which are about the easiest to travel a human crittur could

have, seeing that the hills are so many landmarks all around. Let him
go to the old boy, says I, for a dunderhead as he is. No, again says I,

here's an Injun moccasin right in his track, and perhaps it's some unfor-

tunate who's been driven to take to the bush by the troubles of the times,

and not come here to make a fool of himself for pastime; so Kit Lan-

singh, streak it ahead, man, and look after your fellow-crittur."

" I'd a disowned ye for my sister's son had ye done otherwise," inter-

rupted Bait.

" Well," pursued the hunter, " I did go ahead, and that though it

took me myself out of my way, Uncle Bait. I followed the scent for

miles toward the east, till I thought it would take me clean out to Lake
George. But at last I saw what paid me for my trouble; for, in crossing
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a bit of pine barren, I came upon a raal Indian trail, and no mistake about

it—where a dozen men or more had streaked it through the sand after

my shoe and moccasin."

"Tormented lightning!" cried Bait, rubbing his hands in much
excitement; " go on, go on, Kit; d'ye say a dozen Injuns?

"

"Yes, uncle, not a Copperskin less; and let me tell you now that

this discovery discomboberated me considerably. Why, says I to myself,

says I, why should a dozen Redskins be led away thus after one poor
wanderer, when they might see already, from the double trail, that he is

a doomed man, from the moccasin tread that is still fresh in his footfalls;

here's something new, now, to study in Injun nature, and I'll see the end

of it. So, with that, I ups and ons.

" And now I soon saw, by the way in which the white man's track

doubled and doubled again, crossing and recrossing that of the Injuns in

one etarnal everlasting snarl, that the fellow could not be cutting such

carlicues for nothing. He knows what he's about. He's a chap that

understands himself, says I ; and I began to have respect for him.

" By this time, though I ought to have said it afore, the trail had
led west again; yes, indeed, clean across the river, which I forded in

following it, and then up and away over the ridge on the opposite side,

striking clean over to the Sacondaga. I mistrusted that it would cross

that river, too, as it had the other branch; but no, it follows down to the

meeting of the waters, or Tiosaronda* as the Abregynes call it. There,

where the falls of the main river roar through the rocky chasm as it

hurries along like mad to join the other fork. And here, says I, the game
will either be up with Shoeties, or he will give Moccasin the slip alto-

gether. And raally, boys, I defy the best woodsman among ye—I defy

the devil, or Uncle Bait himself—to find any leavings of that white man
around the place. You may see there the woods trampled all round by

Injuns. You may see where they have slipped down the bank, and

where they've clomb up again. You may follow their trail backward and

forward along either fork of the stream for a mile, and you may see

where they all united again, and trudged off as if to take up the back

*Now Luzerne.
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track once more afresh, and so make a new thing of it; but how or
whither that white man cleared himself, you cannot find out!

"

" That flogs natur! " cried a hunter. "And saw ye no other trace

of the critturs anywhere, Kit? Not a hair's ashes of them? "

"Yes! but not thereabouts; and now, boys, I'm about to tell you
the curiosest part o' the hull business. For you must know, that, if I had
not left my deer where I did, the snarl might have remained without any
farther clew. But as, after giving up the chase, I made back-tracks up
the river, recrossed, and struck out again for Whooping Hollow to bring

the venison on here to camp, what should I discover but the self-same

track of the white man right in the heart of the hollow. I did not look

to see whether the floating island was near shore, or if he had stepped

aboard and floated off on it; but, ' my friend,' says I to him—I mean,
says I to myself

—'my friend,' says I, ' had I seen your first track in the

Whooping Hollow, and on the very shores of Cawaynoot, you would
never have led me sich a Jack-a-lantern chase as this. I'm not a gentle-

man that keeps company with the Striped Huntsman or Red-heeled Rob,
as the Scotch settlers call ye; and, if we are ever to make acquaintance,

your own parlor in the Whooping Hollow is not exactly the place I

would choose for an introduction. With that I cut out in quick order

from the hollow, and made clean tracks for camp. And that, boys, is the

hull o' my story; and now let's have something to drink."

The woodsmen all listened with deep attention to this long rigmarole

narrative as it was slowly detailed by the young hunter. By some it was
received merely as an idle tale of wonder, such as those who love the

marvellous may often hear from the simple-minded rangers of our forest

borders. It was but one of the thousand stories told about the Whooping
Hollow, whose mysteries none could, and few cared to solve. (For
though the wild, whooping sound, from which in former times, the hol-

low took its name, is now never heard, save in echo to a human voice,

the floating island is still pointed out to the traveller as his road winds

around the basin at the bottom of which reposes the little lake of Caway-
noot.*) Others, again, regarded the story of Christian's adventures as

*Cawaynoot is the term for " island " in the Mohawk tongue. The lake is now gen-

erally called " Adam's Pond," from the name of a settler upon its banks.
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affording positive evidence of the neighborhood of Indians; and though
" The Striped Huntsman," as he was called, might be at the bottom of
the business, yet it was evident that a considerable band of mortals like

themselves had been equally, with young Lansingh, misled by his devil-

tries and lured into their immediate neighborhood. This last was, in

fact, the view which old Bait took of the matter-

" Not," said the honest woodsman, " that the crittur whom folks

call ' The Striped Huntsman ' be ither a good sperrit or a bad sperrit, or

whether or no there be any sperrit at all about the matter! Nother do I

pretend to say, with some people, that the Striped Huntsman is only some
roguish half-breed or outlawed Injun Medicine-man, who has pitched

upon this unsettled part of the patent between the Scotch and German
clearings and the Mohawk hunting grounds, as the very corner of the

airth from which it was the business of no one in partikler to oust him,

whatever shines he might cut up on his own hook. No, I leave it to the

dominie, whose business it is to settle sich matters. (Pity the good man
couldn't catch some droppings o' eloquence from yonder preaching brook

to lifen his sarmints !) But I tell ye, boys, that if it be raally the track of

the crittur which lies fresh in our neighborhood, it's not such an unlikely

sperrit after all; for why may we not captivate some of the Redskins

that it has coaxed towards us, and thus, mayhap, git tidings of the poor

lost capting?
"

" Oh, Bait," said a hunter, " you are for ever thinking of poor

Capten Max, whose bones must be long since cold."

" And for what else, Rhynier Peterson, did we come off on this

tramp, if it was not that all of us had some thought of the capting? And
born heathens we'd a' been had we not come to look after him," added

Bait, indignantly.

" Yes; but, Bait," said another, " though we all of us followed you

willingly enough at first, yet haven't we all determined long ago that it

was a wildgoose chase you were leading us after? Here, now, we've been

fifty miles above here, poking about among mountains so big, that, if the

summer ever manages to climb them, it is only to rest herself for a week

or so, when she slants down the other side, and leaves the snow right
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off to settle in her place. The old ' North,' too, haven't we followed up
the river to where it dodges about, trying to hide its raal head in a

hundred lakes? These lakes, moresomeover, haven't we slapped through
them into five times as many more, and made portages up to the leetlest

trieklings of some of them? To be sure we have; and what good has it

done us, all this trampoosing and paddling hither and thither in this

etarnal wilderness? We are now within ten miles of Lake George, and
less than half that distance of the mouth of the Sacondaga, and my say

is, either to strike over at once to Fort William Henry, or to cross the

river below the forks, and make the best of our way to Saratoga."

" And that's my say too," said a gray-headed hunter who had not yet

spoken. " It's a fool's errand looking farther for the captain. I don't

myself altogether believe that young Max is completely done for in this

life; for we found traces enough of him in the deserted squaw camp last

autumn; and if the Injuns kept him alive so long, he may yet wear his

scalp in safety. But it all comes to the same thing if Brant has carried

him off to Canada, where he'll be sure to keep him, till these wars are

over."

"What! you too, Hank Williams!" replied Bait, with a look of

keen reproach at the last speaker; "you, who were the first to offer to

take to the woods with me, and keep there till, dead or alive, we found

the capting ! Well, boys, I don't want to git riled with ye when, mayhap,

we are jist upon the pint of a fight, where a man wants all his coolness;

but I tell ye one thing, I came out here after young Max, and, dead or

alive, I don't go in without him. You may drop off one by one, or go

away the hull biling on ye together, ye may; but old Bait will not leave

these woods till he gits fairly upon his trail; and, once upon it, he'll follow

it up, if he has to streak it again clean through the mountains to Canada.

So, now we understand each other, let's eat our dinner without no more
words said about the matter, but go and look after these Injuns as soon

as may be."

" Why, uncle," said Christian Lansingh, as the rest of the party now
addressed themselves silently to the rude meal before them, " I've never

thought for a moment of giving up the chase as long as you thought it well

to go ahead."
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" I know'd it, boy, I know'd it; the son of old Christian and my
nephew is not the chap to be skeered from his promise by some nigger

nurse's gammon about the Striped Huntsman and sich fooleries."

" Oh, our friends don't stickle about the matter we have now in

hand," said another young hunter, modestly; " but, you know, Bait, some
of them have left their homes and "

" Their hums? And who in all natur wants a better hum nor this?

Here are walls that rise straight upward higher than any you see in

housen, keeping the wind away, yet letting you stop about where you
choose without getting out o' doors—for these walls follow you, as it

were, and close around you wherever you move ; and as for them as

wants a fireside, why, aint the woods right full of clean hearth-stones and
cosy nestling-places? A hum? Tormented lightning! is it a soft bed ye

want there, lads? Why, isn't yonder mossy tussock as fresh and springy

as e'er a pillow your good woman could shake up for ye—there, I mean,

where that whoof of vine-leaves, close as an Injun mat, spreads over to

keep alike the sun and dews away? Lads, lads, I'm ashamed on ye to

talk o' housen in a place like this, where the very light from heaven looks

young and new—you may laugh, Bill, but it does, I say—the light of

God looks bright, and fresh, and tender here, as if it might a' been twin-

born with the young Summer this very year—see only—jist see for your-

selves how it scatters down through the green thatch of yonder boughs,

which lift each moment as if some live and pleasant thing dropped from

them on the sod below !

"

" It is of those they have left at home," rejoined the young hunter, the

moment that Bait, pausing to catch breath, allowed him to put in a word;
" our friends have left wives and families at home, whom they must look

after in times like these; but here's half a dozen of us useless lads, who

will keep the woods with you until you yourself shall say that we have

made a clean thing of it."

The doughty Bait semed to wince a little under the first of these

remarks; for he was compelled to admit the force of it. He did not

reply, however, save by patting the speaker on the shoulders, and nodding

to him kindly as he buried his face in the flagon from which the whole of
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the company drank in succession. The rest of the meal was despatched

in silence, and the party then made their preparations for proceeding to

the spot where Christian Lansingh had last seen the mysterious foot-

prints.

Leaving Bait and his crew of foresters to make a cautious and weary
reconnoissance of this enchanted ground, let us give our attention to the

two wanderers, whom the reader may soon have cause to suspect were the

real flesh and blood actors in this game of woodland magic.

Charles Fenno Hoffman.

(To be Continued.)
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